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Summer Safety for Pets
We all love spending the long, sunny days of
summer outdoors with our furry companions, but
being overeager in hot weather can spell danger. To
prevent your pet from overheating, take these
simple precautions provided by ASPCA experts:

Visit the vet for a spring or early-summer
checkup. Make sure your pets get tested for
heartworm if they aren’t on year-round
preventative medication.
Pets can get dehydrated quickly, so give
them plenty of fresh, clean water when it’s hot
or humid outdoors. Make sure your pets have a
shady place to get out of the sun, be careful not
to over-exercise them, and keep them indoors
when it’s extremely hot.
Know the symptoms of overheating in pets,
which include excessive panting or difficulty
breathing, increased heart and respiratory
rate, drooling, mild weakness, stupor or even
collapse. Symptoms can also include seizures,
bloody diarrhea and vomit along with an
elevated body temperature of over 104 degrees.
Animals with flat faces, like Pugs and
Persian cats, are more susceptible to heat
stroke since they cannot pant as effectively.

June Observances
Adopt a Cat Month
National Microchip Month
Pet Appreciation Week: June 2-8
National Hug Your Cat Day: June 4
Animal Rights Awareness Week: June 16-22
Take Your Cat to Work Day: June 17
Take Your Dog to Work Day: June 21
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National Microchip Month
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Microchips, because they’re inserted
into a dog’s skin, are permanent.
While they can’t guide you to your dog’s
location, they provide a way for you to
be contacted, by almost any veterinarian
or shelter, if your pup is brought in.
According to AKC Reunite, “Pets with
microchips are up to 20 times more
likely to be reunited with their owners.”
It’s a simple procedure, it’s not
expensive, and the risks are minimal. So,
take this opportunity to have your dog
microchipped, because the thought of
losing him forever is too much to bear.
(source: akc.org)
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Congratulations to Our May Pet of
the Month, Charlie!

June Pet of the Month Contestants

Kitty

Henry

Molly
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